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Introduction IoT devices are widely and dynamically de-
ployed in diverse use cases, leading to a surge of security
threats that were previously overlooked. Timely mitigation
services are entailed to prevent network-wide damage caused
by fierce attacks, which is crucial to secure ultra-reliable low-
latency communications (URLLC) in 5G. IoT gateways with
both cellular and Ethernet interface connecting to devices are
expected to provide first-line of defense. Traditional firewall
functions are insufficient for analyzing traffic with multi-
ple protocols (e.g. Modbus/messaging protocols). Machine
learning (ML) aids in advanced traffic analysis, but efficient
deployment remains a barrier. Cloud-based ML offers com-
plex analysis in mobile networks but is limited in timely
mitigation. Offloading ML inference to IoT gateways can re-
duce mitigation time, but is limited in providing flexible, low-
overhead, and continuous traffic parsing and analysis to han-
dle emerging threats. Programmable Data Planes (PDP) and
in-network computing offer opportunities for fast and flexi-
ble in-network ML-based packet processing [3]. Nonetheless,
it is challenging to apply them to IoT gateways with limited
resources to cope with continuous learning on emerging
threats for easy maintenance.

Our design We present P4Pir, an in-network traffic anal-
ysis solution integrated within IoT gateways. We utilize the
flexibility of both data plane and control plane provided by
PDP to enable continuous learning and consistent ML up-
dates. By introducing run-time traffic parsing and shadow
model updates at the IoT gateway, P4Pir achieves real-time
multi-protocol data collection, in-network ML-based attack
mitigation, and hitless runtime ML updates.

Figure 1 depicts P4Pir’s workflow. Step 1 shows a typical
workflow of in-network ML-based detection [3], where a
trained ML model (e.g. Decision Tree) is mapped to a set of
table rules on PDP for inference to analyze incoming traffic.
On top of it, P4Pir utilizes the programmability to parse
features from multiple IoT protocol headers (e.g., messaging
protocols, Modbus) in step 2 A & B and identifies suspicious
traffic from incoming traffic based on the table rules in step
2 C. While benign traffic is being forwarded, suspicious
traffic will be dropped immediately and logged to the control
plane by encapsulating the extracted features in digests [2].
Based on digests, P4Pir uses Isolation Forest algorithm for
unsupervised labeling and retrains the current model to learn
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Figure 1: P4Pir workflow for IoT gateway.

from the labeled digests for new traffic patterns, shown in
steps 3 . A set of new table rules is then generated to map
the new model’s parameters, as in step 4 . A shadow update
scheme is proposed to seamlessly insert new table rules.With
this workflow, P4Pir can learn from newly incoming traffic
and mitigate abnormal traffic continuously.

Performance P4Pir prototype was developed on P4Pi [1],
using Raspberry Pi 4 Model B with 8GB RAM, and bmv2
with v1model architecture. We replayed two public datasets
EDGE-IIOTSET and CIC-IDS2017 for model evaluation. Re-
sults demonstrate that P4Pir can scale and detect emerg-
ing attacks by retraining and updating in-network models
(>30% accuracy enhancement). The proposed shadow update
scheme has a negligible impact on network performance (e.g.
only cause 14% throughput reduction and negligible jitter
increase). P4Pir consumes insignificant CPU resources (e.g.
8% increment on CPU utilization rate).

ConclusionWe presented P4Pir, an in-networkML-based
analysis solution to defense emerging threats for IoT gate-
ways. P4Pir can be deployed in 5G IoT gateway to timely
mitigate malicious traffic in low-latency communications.
Future work will focus on distributed deployment of P4Pir.
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